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Abstract
Existing data management systems are very complex and
provide a multitude of functionalities. Due to complexity
and their monolithic architecture, these data management
systems are not suitable for data-centric embedded systems.
In order to cope with complexity of data management in
such systems, we propose a novel approach to DBMS architecture, called Cellular DBMS, that is inspired by biological systems. Cellular DBMS is composed of multiple customizable embedded database instances, called Cells. We
illustrate how multiple atomic cells can be used together
to provide scalable, resource efficient data management for
embedded systems.

1. Introduction
Data-centric embedded systems (e.g., Sensor Networks)
have converged into our daily life. An increasing number
of devices are interacting with us to fulfill our very basic
needs in an invisible way. All these interactions produce
data that need to be managed and processed in an efficient
manner. Existing data management solutions are complex
and provide many functionalities that are never used. These
solutions identically manage all kind of data on heterogeneous hardware. Even a small data management component
of such a system is quite large and possesses dependencies
on other functionalities.
We propose a DBMS architecture that is inspired by
biological systems like tissues of cells or swarms of animals. Our goal is to generate a complete database management system (DBMS) by instantiating multiple customizable databases embedded in a larger DBMS. A cell represents the embedded DBMS customized for a certain task
and restricted in its functionality. It works independently or
in collaboration with other cells. Cellular DBMS is the superset of the functionalities of all embedded cells including
management capabilities for scaling and balancing data accesses and self-tuning concepts. Decisions about function-

alities a cell must consist have to be based on the hardware
and the nature of the data on the used embedded device.
This work is motivated by the work of Leich et al. [10]
who have shown that data management can be tailored according to the needs of embedded devices. Our implementation is based on FAME-DBMS1 [15], a customizable
DBMS for embedded systems that we use to generate the
cells. However, the general concept is independent of the
used customizable DBMS. In this paper, we outline the design principles of Cellular DBMS and describe the architecture with an example.

2. Motivation
Contemporary DBMS have been developed decades ago
and have evolved over time in order to handle large amounts
of data on high-end server systems. These systems are complex and provide many functionalities that are tightly coupled with their monolithic engine. Functionalities also possess interdependency, making it difficult to assess the impact of change in one functionality on another. In order to
cope with the ever raising complexity of DBMS, Chaudhuri and Weikum argue for a transition from a monolithic
DBMS to a DBMS with simple and reusable components
of limited functionality and clean inter-component interaction [16]. Cellular DBMS addresses these needs by proposing an architecture of reusable components represented by
Cells.
This work is motivated by the work of Leich et. al who
proposed to build customizable data management for embedded systems which are for example needed in a wireless
sensor network scenario [10]. Sensor networks are important data-centric systems with hardware and software heterogeneity as depicted in Figure 1. Hardware in sensors
networks may vary from 8 bit motes to 32 bit microservers
with program memory that can vary from 48 kB to 512 kB,
whereas data memory may vary from 4 kB to 64 kB [4].
Each node varies in terms of processing power and mem1 http://www.fame-dbms.org/

Nature of Data
Data Size
Read Frequency
Write Frequency

Standing
Small
High
No Write

Setup
Small to Medium
High
Low

Transactional
Medium to Large
Medium to High
Medium to High

Aggregated
Medium to Large
Low to High
Low to Medium

Table 1. Data categorization

3. DBMS Product Lines

Figure 1. Sensor network scenario.

ory configuration. Considering extreme resource scarcity
and high heterogeneity as discussed above, the motivation
of our proposed architecture is to make the best use of available resources and exploit the hardware heterogeneity for
efficient data management.
As we mentioned above, the needed functionality of a
cell depends on the data that is stored on the device. Our
classification consists of 4 types: standing data, setup data,
transactional data, and aggregated data. Standing data is
generated during deployment and is never changed during
its lifetime but often read, e.g., fixed time intervals for sensing the environment. Setup data is also initialized during
deployment but may be subject to change during its lifetime. For example, this is needed for routing information
in a wireless sensor network. If nodes fail due to limited
power, new neighbor nodes have to be registered for communication. Transactional data is generated during data
operations (e.g., add, update, remove) and is often changed
during its lifetime, e.g., sensed data in a sensor network. Aggregated data is the result of some processing operations.
This kind of data can be found on aggregation nodes in a
sensor network. Each type of data has its own characteristics in terms of usage frequency and size of data, as shown
in Table 1. Since the nature of data is varying and thus
also the requirements on data management change, we argue that specialized data management is needed to process
each kind of data, i.e., using different types of DBMS cells.
Since different kinds of data may occur on a single node we
propose to build data management for nodes using a Cellular DBMS that consist of multiple individual cells, each optimized for a particular task. Since data is distributed over
multiple nodes in a sensor network, DBMS cells also have
to be distributed over nodes and collaborate to build a compound DBMS.

Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is an efficient
and cost-effective approach to produce a family of related
programs for a domain [14]. A product line shares a common set of features developed from a common set of software artifacts [2]. It has been shown that a high degree
of customizability makes an SPL a suitable candidate for
the development of DBMS for embedded systems [10].
Feature-oriented programming is a paradigm for developing software product lines where programs are synthesized
by composing features [1]. A feature can be defined as ”A
distinguishable characteristic of a concept that is relevant to
some stake-holder” [8]. When an SPL is designed in terms
of features, creating a program is simply the selection of the
required features and composition of the according feature
modules [1].
In our approach we propose the use of multiple customizable embedded databases that can be combined to
build one larger DBMS. For this purpose, we use FAMEDBMS, a highly customizable embedded database management software product line developed for deeply embedded
systems [15]. FAME-DBMS is based on feature-oriented
programming. It untangles and modularizes DBMS functionalities as features. A decomposition of DBMS into features, i.e., the functionalities individual DBMS differ in, allows a developer to generate a tailor-made DBMS based
on the selection of required features [10]. These different
variants are built from the same code base as depicted in
Figure 2 for a Cellular DBMS product line. Based on such
an SPL, multiple heterogeneous DBMS cells can be generated [15].

4. Design Principles for Cellular DBMS
In our proposed DBMS architecture, a Cellular DBMS
consists of many customized atomic embedded databases,
i.e., Cells. The behavior of the complete DBMS depends
on the collective behavior of all atomic cells. Each DBMS
Cell may be customized to perform different tasks. What
cells a DBMS contains and what functionalities each cell
has, depends on the application scenario.

4.1. Generating DBMS Cells
Each cell is based on RISC-style architecture with simple and limited functionality [16]. The motivation behind

Figure 2. Generating different DBMS cells by
composing features (F1–F7) of a DBMS cell
product line.

this approach is to ensure that a DBMS can be reduced to a
fine-grained atomic unit (i.e., a cell) with predictable behavior and reduced complexity [16]. This approach enables us
to assess the behavior of a complete DBMS by accumulating the behavior of all cells. Each cell should be generated
according to the nature of stored data, the computation environment, or, more generally, according to needs. Decisions
about cell composition require a detailed analysis of data,
hardware, software, environment, and usage scenario. Each
cell can handle key/value pairs stored in a single table or
multiple tables, maintain a data dictionary, and collects data
statistics.
For implementation of Cellular DBMS, we used FAMEDBMS [15] and modified it. The feature model of CellularDBMS, as shown in Figure 3 2 , is based on the FAMEDBMS feature model. It describes the features of an SPL
and their relationships [8]. As depicted, the implementation of Cellular DBMS contains of four main features,
i.e., In-Memory Data Management, Buffer Manager, Access Path, and OS Abstraction. Each functionality can be
implemented differently to achieve benefits, e.g., better performance, described as alternative features. For example,
feature Index provides two variants for effective data access, i.e., B+Tree and Hash. This enables us to generate
specialized cells by selecting one feature or the other.
Functionality for storing data in a table is provided by
feature In-Memory Data Management. This feature contains the functionality of an in-memory embedded database
and can alone be used to construct a simple DBMS cell.
It performs data management operations in an in-memory
environment and does not have any unneeded persistence
functionality, resulting in good performance in terms of fast
operations [6]. Most sensor nodes are equipped with storage
2 Shown is an excerpt of the feature model with modified features/concepts required for discussion.

memory that can be used to store data persistently. To scale
a Cellular DBMS cell for such nodes feature Persistence is
used.
The simplest cells, consisting only of feature In-Memory
Data Management, support exactly one table. Support for
multiple tables can be provided by using multiple DBMS
cells, as described below, or by cloning the In-Memory Data
Management feature [3]. Cloning a feature means to create
multiple instances of it. For example, to support two tables we have to create two instances of the In-Memory Data
Management feature and each instance handles one of the
tables. Whether a feature can be cloned is depicted with
cardinalities in Figure 3. For example, there has to be at
least one instance of the In-Memory Data Management feature but an arbitrary number of instances is allowed.
Our architecture restricts a cell to handle only a single
kind of data, e.g., aggregated data. If a cell supports multiple tables, only the same kind of data should be stored in
these tables. This ensure optimization of each cell according to the stored data. If different kinds of data need to be
stored, multiple cells have to be used, as we explain in the
following.

4.2. Using Multiple Cells
Deployment of cells depends on the data, the available
nodes, as well as the hardware of nodes. In the simplest scenario, only a single cell is deployed on an individual node.
In a more complex scenario, multiple cells are deployed on
a single node or distributed over multiple nodes in a network. The reason for using multiple cells on a single node
is the limited functionality of each cell. For example, to
store different kinds of data on a single node we have to use
different cells.
Composite Cells. In order to avoid code replication when
using multiple cells on a single node, we introduce the concept of composite cells, which are multiple cells composed
into the same binary program or that use the same core implementation provided as a library. Composite cells allow
us to reuse the program code between different cells on a
single node. As an example for a composite cell consider a
node of a sensor network supporting storage in data memory as well as in storage memory. A composite cell supporting this scenario is built by composing two cells, one
in-memory cell and one cell for persistent storage. Using
this approach we are able to observe the behavior of complete data management on a single node or even individual
cells of this node. Each cell of such a composite cell is
optimized according to the storage scenario (e.g., using a
B+tree for persistent storage) but at the same time reuses
the binary code, e.g., the In-Memory Data Management, of
other cells.

Achieving code reuse for cells that do not differ in functionality is not different from reusing an embedded DBMS
deployed as a library. This, however, is a challenging task
when differently configured cells are used and it has to be
addressed in future research. The reason why this is hard
to achieve is that the program code that has to be executed
depends on the configuration of a cell. Well-known concepts like frameworks and plugins could be used to achieve
this but are not applicable to embedded systems. Hence,
new concepts for achieving proper code reuse for embedded systems have to be found and integrated with current
product line engineering techniques.
Composite cells can not only be built from ordinary cells
but also from composite cells which results in higher level
composite cells. The reason for such an architecture is to
provide a hierarchy of data management functionalities. For
example, a lower level composite cell might be used to support different tables and higher level composite cells might
be used to group lower level cells according to the used storage (e.g., persistent and in-memory). This way it is possible to decompose and structure a complex data storage scenario.
Distributed Cells. As stated above, cells are not only limited to one device, e.g., a node of a sensor network, but can
also be distributed over different devices via a network. In
a complex distributed sensor network scenario, cells are deployed on multiple nodes and operate concurrently. On each
node of such a distributed scenario, a single cell might be
used or a composite cells might provide more complex data
management. While composite cells may be spread over
multiple processes on a single node and interact via direct
API calls, distributed cells are spread over multiple nodes
in the network and interact through API calls via a network.
For distributed deployment, we envision a Cellular DBMS
using a global data dictionary and statistics. However, it has
to be further analyzed how distributed deployment of interacting cells can be achieved using a software product line
of DBMS Cells.
Clean API and Interaction. Providing a consistent API
for simple as well as for composite cells is the most important design criteria required for communication between
cells. Hence, two communicating cells should not care
about the concrete type of another cell. On the other hand,
simple cells provide only limited data management functionality and should exhibit a simple API that reflects the
limited functionality. This is in contrast to a consistent API
and has to be considered when generating cells.
As a solution, we use two different mechanisms. First,
we only allow interface extensions but not modifications of
an interface. For example, a feature might add a method to
the interface of the DBMS but is not allowed to modify the

signature of a method. This ensure upward compatibility,
i.e., we can use cells with a more complex API when cells
with a simple API are expected. The second approach is
to generate wrappers for simple cells when more complex
cells are expected. For example, if a method for creating
an index is expected from an in-memory cell without index
support, an empty wrapper method can be generated to provide this method. Wrappers are only used to achieve downward compatibility and more complex wrappers might be
required. Furthermore, it has to be analyzed for which scenarios it is not possible to generate such wrappers.

4.3. Resource Balancing
Cell Mobility. In Cellular DBMS we propose the concept
of mobile cells. Cell mobility means the capability of Cellular DBMS to move a cell from one processing environment to another. Mobility of cells could be across processes
on single system or across systems connected via network.
The motivation behind mobility is load balancing and to
use resources efficiently. Currently in sensor network scenario, this concept is not viable due to resource constraint,
i.e., low communication speed and high power consumption
during communication. However, for embedded devices
with relatively high speed communication and larger battery power this concept is important for efficient utilization
of resources. Cell mobility can be used in many different
ways. One scenario is that the embedded device on which
a cell is deployed, is heavily loaded with processing. We
envision to move that cell to other device that is relatively
idle. If all devices are over-consumed, then a new device
can be brought into network and then cells can be moved to
that device for load balancing.

Virtual Resources. Embedded systems are different from
high-end systems by means of resources. In embedded system we normally have resource constraints on a single device but in distributed network of interacting embedded system there are many resources that are available across network and are idle. Cellular DBMS virtually combine these
scattered resources as Virtual Resource, i.e., it gives a virtual view of scattered small resource across embedded devices as one single large resource. For example, on three
embedded devices we have 10 kB, 6 kB, and 13 kB of free
memory. Now if we have to store data that is 18 kB large,
none of these devices have enough capacity on its own. In
this case, Cellular DBMS approach is capable of storing
data distributed across cells on these devices and to give an
application a view of one single large resource capable of
accommodating 18 kB of data. This concept also gives us a
clue that how Cellular DBMS can use cells for fragmenting
data on multiple embedded devices or sensor nodes.

Figure 5. Sample deployment of different Cellular DBMS cells.

Figure 3. Cellular DBMS feature model.

Figure 4. Binary size for different Cellular
DBMS cells.

5. Discussion
The main concept behind Cellular DBMS is the capability of instantiating and using multiple instances of customizable embedded database cells. We have implemented
a Cellular DBMS prototype using the FAME-DBMS SPL.
Naturally, different DBMS cells overlap in their functionalities. For example, all DBMS cells perform basic data operations like searching and storing. The main advantage of
using an SPL is to maintain the same code-base for common
functionalities, and reuse the common functionalities in all
cells and to provide specific functionalities, e.g., persistent
storage capabilities, only for those cells that need them. In
order to discuss the proposed architecture, a Cellular DBMS
prototype has been developed by using modified FAMEDBMS prototype as cell. For discussion of our proposed
architecture, we will consider storage memory, and program
memory as parameters of interest. To explain the idea, how
specialized DBMS cells can be beneficial for data-centric
embedded systems, four types of DBMS cells are generated
based on different feature selections using FAME-DBMS

prototype as shown in Figure 4 3 . For each cell, the binary size is different and depends on the selected features
of FAME-DBMS prototype. Each cell is a candidate for a
different type of node based on the available program and
storage memory as well as type of data it handles. Cell A is
suitable for nodes without any storage memory, e.g., Imote
node. Cell D is suitable for nodes with relatively large data
and storage memory, e.g., BTnode rev3. A sample deployment of these customized cells based on a node’s resources
is shown in Figure 5. In the sample deployment, Tmote
sky contains the smallest program memory and can only
handle small cells like Cell A. However, it also contains
largest storage memory making Cell B, C and D a good
candidate for storing relatively large data on storage memory. In contrast, Imote contains the largest program memory
but lacks storage memory, again making Cell A best candidate for deployment. BTnode rev3, Mica2 and Mica2Dot all
contain moderate program and storage memory. We argue
that, in the demonstrated sample deployment, the Cellular
DBMS is a promising solution. The Cell implementation is
light-weight and allows for deployment of multiple heterogeneous cells on a single node, enabling specialized handling of data based on available resources and the nature of
data.

6. Related Work
Reconfigurability and customizability of software is a
main concern in the embedded domain. There have been
many approaches [9, 11, 7] to achieve customizability in
the embedded domain but all these approaches have high
resource requirements. In contrast, an SPL approach used
in FAME-DBMS [15] is different from all above-mentioned
approaches and promises benefits for the embedded domain
as proposed by Leich et. al [10]. We based on this work and
extended the idea of customizing a single DBMS to mul3 Binary size contains additional overhead of dependencies and may
vary in future work.

tiple, specialized DBMS acting together as a large DBMS.
For wireless sensor networks, TinyDB [17] is a query processing system for extracting information from sensor network. Similarly, the COUGAR System main intent is query
processing in an ad hoc sensor networks [5]. We argue that
TinyDB and COUGAR does not provide the needed configurability as could be achieved with our approach. Berkeley
DB is a customizable embedded database system that supports key/value storage, in-memory operation, and provides
a small footprint [12] and could be used as a Cell but not as
the overall Cellular DBMS consisting of management functionalities to balance queries, etc. Related approaches can
also be found in the area of distributed databases [13]. However, the used functionality does not scale down to embedded devices or take customizability into account. Furthermore, the concept of a cell based approach presented in this
paper is unique in its own.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a novel DBMS architecture based on composition of multiple cells which are atomic, customized embedded DBMS. As demonstrated, these cells provide restricted data management functionality and collaborate to
constitute one large Cellular DBMS. This cell based approach ensures predictable behavior and efficient utilization
of resources by keeping the cells simple. For implementation, we extended FAME-DBMS which uses a software
product line approach. As future work, we are going to develop concepts for distribution of heterogeneous interacting
DBMS cells. Additionally, we want to identify how balancing data accesses and self-* capabilities concepts can be
integrated into Cellular DBMS.
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